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depiction of the odds against breaking the cycle through conventional means vividly 
illustrate what liberation theologians have been trying to get across. Farmer calls for 
conversion of the structures of medicine, and even of the nongovernmental organiza-
tions that serve the most poor. He understands that not all can become physicians or 
Harvard professors, but he argues passionately that we cannot be bystanders either and 
that each of us is called to an analogous conversion, whether we are Christian or not. 
I highly recommend this book for undergraduate and graduate courses in either theol-
ogy or public health.

Paul G. Crowley, S.J.
Santa Clara University
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It is impossible to conceive of an uncaused cause. The logic of cause and effect com-
pels us to ask of any candidate for the title “first cause”: “What caused this cause?” and 
to expect an answer. Thus epistemology entails an infinite regression of causality, 
making it impossible to identify an “uncaused cause.” No thing can come out of noth-
ing. The very idea makes no sense. Thus God as an unmoved mover is a conceptual 
impossibility. “Just as there’s nothing to believe, there’s also nothing to disbelieve” 
(107). In his easy conversational style, Steinberger makes this point repetitively and 
somewhat irreverently.

Just as the idea of God makes no sense, so any position on God makes no sense. 
This is why atheists, true believers, and even agnostics must all be wrong. This much 
is established in chapter 1. Subsequent chapters simply rehash the argument and tease 
out consequences. In chapter 8, S. admits that he cannot get his mind around Big Bang 
theory either, or any other explanation of how the world came to exist. However, he 
concludes on an optimistic note: “The world of cause and effect . . . cannot be all there 
is” (160). Precisely what else there is, he does not venture to suggest. Once again, 
epistemology dictates ontology.

Would I read this book? On a slow afternoon. Would I spend money to buy it? No.

Peter Knox, S.J.
Hekima College, Nairobi
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